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Lighting Designer Director

RENT: THE MUSICAL - Script Breakdown Fernando Gonzalez Anita Dashell-Sparks

Last Updated: 01 - 13 - 24 fdg@usc.edu  |  (951) 840-6012 adashiel@usc.edu

Act Break Scene # Scene Name Page Location Time Main Character(s) Other Character(s) Synopsis Importance to the story? Emotions What's Need (script) Initial LX Ideas? Prelim LX Ideas? LX Ideas? FINAL LX IDEAS Additonal Notes

OVERALL SYNOPSIS

Rent follows a group of young artists and friends living in the East Village of New York City, struggling with love, creativity, and the impact of HIV/AIDS during the late 1980s and early 1990s. The central characters include filmmaker Mark Cohen, musician Roger Davis, dancer Mimi Marquez, Former university professor Tom Collins, and street musician Angel Dumott Schunard. The plot revolves around their challenges in paying rent, pursuing artistic passions, and dealing with personal relationships. Roger grapples with his desire to create meaningful music while facing a terminal 
illness, and his romance with Mimi becomes a focal point. Meanwhile, Mark documents the lives of his friends, and their circle expands to include characters like Maureen Johnson, a performance artist, and her girlfriend Joanne Jefferson. The specter of HIV/AIDS looms large, affecting the characters directly and indirectly.The characters navigate through issues of love, loss, friendship, and societal challenges. As they confront the harsh realities of life, they find strength in their connections and shared experiences. The musical ultimately emphasizes the importance of love, acceptance, 
and living in the present moment.

ACT 1

1 Tune Up A 1 An Industrial Loft 9:00 PM Mark, Roger

N/A

 Serves as the opening number of the show and introduces the audience to 
the characters and their lives in the East Village of New York City. The 

song features the main characters Mark and Roger, who are roommates and 
friends, as well as other members of their bohemian community. Mark is 

also working on his documentary, while Roger struggles with writer's block. 
The song sets the stage for the themes of love, friendship, artistic pursuit, 

and the challenges faced by the characters, including the impact of 
HIV/AIDS on their community. 

Sets the stage for the unfolding narrative and 
introduces the audience to the central 

characters and their lives; Introductions to 
Mark and Roger, establishes the setting, 

Introduces Mark's documentry, introduces 
Roger's struggle with Writer's Block, 
establishes love and friendships, and 

foreshadows the impact of HIV/AIDS within 
Rent

• Isolate both mark and Roger, to set up the grand reveal -Spot on Roger and Mark
- Apartment look (darken)

1A Voice Mail #1 2 Mark's Mother House 9:00 PM Mark's Mother

N/A

The message captures the urgency and struggles of the characters as they 
navigate their lives in the East Village. Mark's message includes references 

to Benny, the former roommate turned landlord, demanding rent; the 
characters dealing with power outages; and the challenges of living with 
HIV/AIDS. The voicemail sets the stage for the complex relationships, 

financial hardships, and the impact of the AIDS epidemic that will be further 
explored in the musical. It helps convey the sense of urgency and instability 
in the characters' lives while providing important background information

Conveys essential information about the 
characters' financial struggles, relationships, 

and the harsh realities of their urban 
existence. It sets up conflicts, introduces key 
characters, and foreshadows themes that will 
be further explored as the narrative unfolds. 

The voicemail serves as a snapshot of the 
characters' lives and the challenges they face

- Follow spot or Special 
Light

• Special lighting that isolate “Mom”
- Top lighting?

Lamp lights (+ spot?) on Mark's Mother. Tight top light spot on 
answering machine

2 Tune Up B 3

Multiple Location:
At Loft

Outside Loft
Walking Outside

9:00 PM

Mark 
Roger 
Collins 
Benny

N/A

Tune Up B is a continuation of the narrative introduced in Tune Up A, 
focusing on Roger's creative struggles, Mark's documentary project, and the 
ongoing development of the characters and their relationships. It contributes 
to the exploration of artistic expression and sets the stage for the themes that 

will be further developed in the subsequent scenes

It moves the story by delving into Roger's 
creative challenges, exploring artistic 

expression, emphasizing Mark's documentary 
project, and laying the groundwork for 

character relationships.

• Isolating from scene #1 for both mark and Roger
• Lighting reveal Collins and the eventual thugs
• Isolating lighting for Benny
• Lighting intensify when Roger picks out “Musetta’s” them for La 
Bohéme on the electrical, the
fuse blow out
- All lighting goes off as if the main fuse within the theatre blew out
- Some kind of sparks to indicate this??
- Everything is dark when Mark says “The power blows”

- Recall lights from Tune Up A
- Collin being "beat up" effect

- Spots on Benny
- Exploding Fresnel's (from Dance Nation) makes a return

3 Rent 6

Multiple Location:
At Loft

Outside Loft
Walking Outside
At a production

9:00 PM

Mark
Roger
Joanne
Collins
Benny

Company

Mark and Roger burn their past - to keep warm - using Roger's rock and roll 
posters and Mark's screenplays for fuel. The past is not so easily wiped out, 
though; the phone rings yet again and this time it's Maureen calling, begging 
mark for technical help with her performance piece scheduled for later that 

night in the vacant lot next door. Haplessly, he agrees.

It establishes the themes of love, creativity, 
and the harsh realities faced by the characters. 
The title phrase becomes a rallying cry for the 

characters, symbolizing their resistance to 
societal expectations and their commitment to 

embracing the present moment.

• Reveals the set in a concert lighting
• Use of beam lighting for concert
• Build ups on the chorus“How we gonna pay”
• Joanne personal theme color during her part
• Three lighting areas need to lit during the three speaking lines
- Spot lights during their own lines
• Uplighting!
• Concert lighting collapses at the end on only Roger and Mark

- Stage lights up: 
- candles light up

4 Christmas Bells #1 11 Outside Loft 9:00 PM Homeless Man

N/A

Establishes the festive setting of Christmas Eve in the East Village, 
showcases the unique traditions of the bohemian community

Moves the overall story in "Rent" by 
establishing the holiday atmosphere, 

introducing characters, showcasing cultural 
diversity, foreshadowing elements of the 

narrative, and reinforcing the bohemian spirit 
and community bonds that are central to the 

musical's themes.

• Christmas season theme lighting look, (dull)

5 You Okay, Honey 11 Outside Loft 9:00 PM Angel
Collins

N/A

Introductions to Angel Dumott Schunard, walking along the streets who's on 
the way to a Life Support Meeting. Angel finds Collins, who has just been 
mugged, on the street. They both start to talk and discover they both have 

AIDS. Angel then invites him to a life support meeting, this is the beginning 
of their reationship

Establishes a new realtionships between 
Angel and Collins, while introduces two 

significant characters to 

• Spotlight on Collins and Angel
• Love at first sight lighting look, after Collins “indeed”
• Light bumps with the pianos?

- tree christmas lights

6 Tune Up - Reprise 13 Walking outside 9:00 PM Mark 
Roger

N/A

• Back at the apartment lighting look
• “Close on Roger” how can I make lighting close in on Roger? 
Spots? Movers?

7 One Song Glory 13 Mark and Roger Loft 9:00 PM Roger

N/A

Roger reflects on his life and the desire to create one significant piece of art 
before he dies, a "one song glory" that will define his existence. Roger 

expresses his frustration and creative block, acknowledging that he hasn't 
written anything meaningful. The song delves into the internal struggle of an 

artist who yearns for artistic fulfillment but feels hindered by personal and 
external challenges.

 Roger sings about his internal and emotional 
struggles, as it captures his yearning for 

artistic fulfillment, connection, and a 
meaningful legacy in the face of mortality.

• Roger is in his own world, so isolate him then reveal his world, 
dreaming about a better life
• Lighting ignites during “Find glory” in a hopeful yellow theme color
• Possible effects to use: Back lighting? Sillouthes Uplighitng? Top 
Light?
• Closes in, to signify he’s losing hope

- isolate and expand moving lights on Roger, to mimic dreaming 

8 Light My Candle 15 Mark and Roger Loft 9:00 PM Mimi
Roger

N/A

 It takes place in Roger's apartment on Christmas Eve. Mimi, who lives 
downstairs, visits Roger seeking a light for her candle, creating the initial 

setting for their interaction. The song is a dialogue between Roger and 
Mimi, she is flirtatious and lively, while Roger is somewhat guarded and 
hesitant. The lyrics convey a sense of flirtation and chemistry between 

Roger and Mimi. Mimi's playful and suggestive comments create a tension 
that hints at a potential romantic connection. Mimi is persistent in her 
pursuit of Roger, expressing interest despite his initial reluctance. She 

reveals that she is a dancer at the Cat Scratch Club and drops hints about her 
attraction to Roger. Roger, however, is cautious and guarded. His responses 

suggest that he is dealing with personal issues, and he's not immediately 
open to Mimi's advances.

Introduces themes of love, desire, and 
connection. While revealing the contrasting 
personalities of the Roger and Mimi, setting 

the stage for the complex relationships 

• MIMI THEME COLOR!! Enters as she walks into Roger life
• Love lighting look
• Candles main lighting?
• Lights need to move with the song like Mimi is affecting the world 
around her
• “I’ll eye will adjust.”
- Lights goes out
- It’s night
- MOON GOBO!!! Or something like it... to signify that the moon is 
the main lighting
source
• Mimi theme color comes back and the spot is on her when she says 
“They call me, they call
me Mimi”
• Apartment lighting returns back as she leaves

Controllabe Candles

9 Voice Mail #2 19 Joanne's Loft 9:00 PM
Joanne

Mr. Jefferson [Joanne's Father]
Mrs. Jefferson [Joanne's Mother]

N/A

This song tells us a lot about Joanne’s character, despite her not featuring at 
all. Instead, we meet her parents, and the way they treat her helps us 

understand a lot about Joanne and her past. Both parents are clearly wealthy 
and successful, explaining why Joanne is one of the few in the show with a 
well paying career. We also learn that Mrs Jefferson is potentially running 

for a position in the federal office. They both exhibit interest in Joanne only 
where it fits into their image: they don’t want her to bring Maureen to the 
hearing, and they don’t show any interest in her part in Maureen’s protest. 

Despite this, the pet names and use of “mummy” show us that the family are 
close and they clearly do love her in their own way.

- Follow spot or Special 
Light

• Special lighting again, so Maureen parents are in a different place in 
time

Lamp lights (+ spot?) on Joanne's parents. Tight top light spot on 
answering machine

10 Today For You A 21 Mark and Roger Loft 9:00 PM
Collins
Mark
Roger N/A

The missing Collins finally arrives to the apartment and introduces Angel
• Tropical Christmas lighting look at first
• Then wave at the “you struck gold at MIT”
• After, Silly want to be dramatic lighting look mostly for this song

- Mark and Roger life apartment set

10A Today For You B 22 Mark and Roger Loft 9:00 PM

Collins
Mark
Roger
Angel

N/A

Angel shares the story of how she killed a dog to earn a great amount of 
money. Also the song introduce to the audience the way that Angel lives her 

life: “today for you, tomorrow for me”.  

Celebrates the joy of friendship and the power 
of collective support. Through Angel's 

experiences and interactions with the other 
characters, the song highlights the themes of 
unity, compassion, and the strength found in 

the bonds of chosen family. The vibrant 
energy and uplifting lyrics of the song 

embody the spirit of Rent and its message of 
love and resilience in the face of adversity.

• Angel theme color, she is bring new life to Collins life
• Disco club theme!
• Backlighting during the drum solos
• Angel last line, Movers beam lighting—top, back, and high sides

11 You'll See 23 Mark and Roger Loft 9:00 PM

Benny 
Mark
Roger
Collins
Angel

N/A

Benny tries to convince Mark and Roger that the eviction of the homeless 
from the tent city is a good idea and would result in more gain for the three 

of them. Mark and Roger call Benny out on his hypocrisy

• Outside dull look in the beginning
• “You’ll see boys” we are now in Benny dream world. Lighting need 
to signify this
- Benny is saying horrible boys but the world around his still in a 
dreamy look
• During the group speaking lines, it’s reality and the dull
• Silhouette or uplighting during the last lines

- isolate and expand moving lights on Benny, to mimic dreaming 

12 Tango Maureen - Intro 27 The Lot 9:00 PM Mark
Joanne N/A

Mark heads over to the The Lot and meets with Joanne, after Maureen calls 
him about the problem she's having before her performance • The lot, lighting look - Outside look

12A Tango Maureen 28 The Lot 9:30 PM Mark
Joanne

N/A

It revovles around the aftermath of Mark's newly breakup and Maureen’s 
new relationship with Joanne. Through the lyrics, Mark reminisces about 
their passionate and tumultuous love affair, highlighting the conflicting 

emotions he experiences. As the song unfolds, Mark’s bitterness and 
longing are palpable. He reflects on the intense bond he shared with 

Maureen, acknowledging that their relationship was both exhilarating and 
destructive. The tango metaphor brilliantly captures the push and pull of 
their connection, a dance between desire and turmoil. Mark’s conflicting 
emotions are mirrored in the lyrics, as he swings between resentment and 

the undeniable remnants of love.

Primarily focuses on Mark’s perspective on 
the past relationship with Maureen, it also 

highlights the larger themes of love, loss, and 
the struggles faced by the characters in Rent

Bitterness, 
Longing, 

Resentment, and 
Lingering Love

• Tango dance lighting look
- Low and high Side lighting
- Backlight
- Spots are the only front lighting
• [need to research more]

-hell look in "..in hell"

13 Support Group 32 Life Support Group Meeting 9:30 PM

Angel
Collins
Mark

Gordon
Paul

Company

the group come together in a support group meeting for people living with 
HIV/AIDS. They share their experiences, fears, and hopes, emphasizing the 
importance of finding strength and comfort in the company of others facing 

similar challenges.

 The song captures the sense of community 
and resilience in the face of adversity, 

reflecting the themes of love, friendship, and 
perseverance.

• Special lighting for each of the support group members as they 
introduce themselves
• Mark takes over the the conversation and so does the lighting
• silhouette or uplighting when all sing
• How can I amplify the emotions being brought with this song? 
[research more]

spots on each members?

14 Out Tonight 34 Mimi's Apartment 9:30 PM Mimi

N/A

Mimi expresses her desire to go out and have a good time. Mimi is seeking 
excitement and a break from the challenges of life.

Serves to advance the story by providing 
insights into Mimi and her relationship with 
Roger. Mimi's desire to go out and have a 
good time is a reflection of her bold and 

carefree personality. The song establishes 
Mimi as an independent and confident 

woman who is not afraid to pursue what she 
wants.

• Mimi color theme with a concert look [very cool]
• Neon lights? LED lights? To signify the city
• Glistering in the audience
• MOON GOBO !!!
• Top lighting at the end of the song

- Passionate and Romantic red, with hints of pink
-

15 Another Day 36
Various Location:

Mark and Roger Loft
Life Support Group Meeting

9:30 PM Mimi
Roger Company

Roger and Mimi reflect on their lives and the passage of time and convey a 
sense of longing and the realization that life is fleeting. Mimi expresses her 
desire for Roger to live in the present and not be paralyzed by the fear of an 
uncertain future, particularly in the context of the prevalent AIDS epidemic. 

This conversation sets the stage for the romantic tension and emotional 
struggles that Roger and Mimi. The song serves as a turning point in their 
relationship, emphasizing the importance of seizing the opportunities and 

joys of the present moment. 

The song serves as a turning point in their 
relationship, emphasizing the importance of 

seizing the opportunities and joys of the 
present moment.

• Apartment, concert, and Roger theme color when he sings
- “I should tell you” to signify he’s falling for her, but immediately 
back to original look at
“no!”
• Mimi theme color, slow lighting, and close it on both Roger and 
Mimi as she’s changing his
world, whenever she’s singing
• Top lighting on the support group
• The two lighting theme color mix together nearing the end of the 
song

16 Will I 39 Life Support Group Meeting 9:30 PM Roger
Steve Company

Simultaneously, a young support group member quietly asks, "Will I lose 
my dignity…Will someone care?" His questions are echoed by each 

member of the community, including Roger, who decides finally to leave his 
loft room in search of answers 

Provides insight into their emotional 
struggles, emphasizing the human aspects of 
their experiences. "Will I" creates a powerful 

connection between the characters and the 
audience, fostering empathy and 

understanding for the challenges they face.

• Top and uplighting on the group
• Spot on Roger and Steve
• Wave, subtle flash, bump effects
• [Need to research]

Spot on each member, top light. 
- follow spot on member talking

17 On The Street 39 On The Street 10:00 PM
Mark

Blanket Person
Angel

Three Homeless People
Squeegieman

Police Officers
Company

In the lot, Mark, Angel and Collins rescue a homeless woman from police 
harassment, however she is anger at Mark. Aa throughout this scene, Mark 

is exploiting the homeless woman for his own documentry.

It becomes a powerful motivator for the 
characters to reassess their lives and make 
significant decisions. Whether it's pursuing 

relationships, facing personal fears, or 
reevaluating their priorities, the fear of 
homelessness influences the characters' 

choices.

• Christmas lights (dull)
• Dramatic menacing theme songs when officers appears
• Metal anger lighting when Blanket person sings

18 Santa Fe 41 On The Street 10:00 PM
Collins
Angel
Mark

Company (possibly?)

Roger expresses his longing for a place where he can escape the struggles of 
his current life in New York City. He dreams of a bohemian utopia in Santa 
Fe, a location that represents a symbolic and geographical departure from 

the challenges and pain he faces. 

The song captures Roger's desire to leave 
behind the difficulties of urban life, seeking a 

sanctuary where he can find solace and 
meaning. The theme of "Santa Fe" adds depth 

to Roger's character and contributes to the 
musical's exploration of personal aspirations, 
dreams, and the quest for a sense of home and 

belonging.

• NYC in Christmas (dull)
- Adding color to signify in their life are changing for the better, so is 
their perspective.
• Santa Fe theme color when they’re singing about it and dreaming 
about a new life there

19 I'll Cover You 43 On The Street 10:00 PM Angel
Collins

N/A

 Collins expressing his feelings for Angel and his desire to shield Angel 
from the harsh realities of the world. Angel responds, expressing love and 

gratitude for Collins. 

It reveals the tenderness, love, and support 
they share despite the challenges they face 

individually and as a couple.

• Angel theme color with love lighting look
• How can I capture the the honey moon and the beginning of dating 
effect through lighting?

- stars

20 We're Okay 45 At The Pay Phone 11:00 PM Joanne

N/A

Joanne dials Maureen from a payphone, simultaneously juggling her family 
life and professional life together through calls on her cell-phone

Joanne is clearly getting more and more on 
edge, suspecting Maureen of cheating to the 

point where she hangs up the phone on others 
to go and find out for herself. Throughout the 

song we see a decline in their relationship 
even though we solely hear Joanne’s side.

• Hectic lighting to signify Joanne is trying to balance her personal, 
love, and work life at the
same time. [How can I capture this?]

21 Christmas Bells 47 Various Locations
St. Mark Place 11:00 PM Company

N/A

It sheds light on the stark contrast between the traditional imagery 
associated with Christmas and the harsh realities faced by the characters in 

the musical.

Serves as a reminder to embrace compassion 
and empathy, emphasizing the importance of 

human connection in times of struggle.

• Snow flakes descend after the group signs!!
• LIFE AT NYC WITH LIFE AND COLOR!! [WOW COOOL]
• Lights focus on Mark and Roger
• Menacing lighting changes with Police Officers enter and the 
returns back to original look
after they leave
• Mimi theme color returns with the original theme color
• Lights explodes to intensity when the company sings after “I’m 
Willin’”
- Lights bumps too
- Spots, back lighting, top lighting
- All theme color come together when the company come together
- Build up on “and it’s beginning too” but immediately back out when 
Maureen enters. Lights
enters again with “-SNOW”

22 Over The Moon 57 The Lot 12:00 PM Maureen

N/A

Maureen Johnson uses figurative language, an eccentric wardrobe, unique 
public speaking techniques, and her fearless, shameless personality to 

transmit to the audience as effectively as possible the distress she and her 
friends feel every day as a result of a moneyless life. Maureen’s story also 
does a great job of illustrating to the audience both how the characters feel 
and how we should feel about their financial woes: she uses Elsie the Cow 
to tell the audience how suppressed they feel, how restrained the higher-ups 

have them

It conveys the message of embracing one’s 
true self and using creativity as a means of 

self-expression and empowerment. The song 
encourages listeners to break free from 
societal expectations and embrace their 

unique voice, reminding us all of the 
importance of remaining true to ourselves.

Lighting is being affects as Maureen describes her dreams, the only 
lighting that is not affect is
spot on her.
• House lighting to get them interactive with Maureen
• MOON GOBO RETURNS BACK! [I love moon gobo]

- moon gobo
- Audience engagement
- Carve out Maureen 

22A Over The Moon Playoff 58 The Lot 12:00 PM Maureen N/A Underscore for Maureen -- • Lights at full during the “moo” and the goes off after “thank you”

23 Le Vie Boheme / I Should Tell You 59 Life Cafe 12:00 PM Company

N/A

Benny is cryptic and rude about their bohemian lifestyle choices. Mark first 
makes fun of him, then starts listing out everything he loves about his 

lifestyle. He is soon joined by all of his friends, and others in the cafe in an 
explosive celebration of their lifestyles. [Le Vie Boheme A] Immeditately 

after the song ends and interrupted by a "AZT" break. Roger and Mimi 
discovered that the other has HIV. This causes Roger to finally stop resisting 
his feelings for Mimi, and they begin to discuss how to move forward with 

their realitionship [I Should Tell You] Eventaully returning back to 
Maureen's protest which ignites a riot. [Le Vie Boheme B]

Showcase the characters' defiance of societal 
expectations, celebrating love and friendship, 
and addressing the challenges posed by the 
AIDS epidemic. "La Vie Bohème" captures 
the spirit of the bohemian lifestyle, while "I 

Should Tell You" delves into the intimate and 
complex emotions within a romantic 

relationship.

• Life Cafe lighting environment !
• Bohemia’s is dead” lighting is affected by this
- Funeral lights (not the same as later in the play), top lighting
• Gospel lights! [need to research more but I’m excited about this 
look]
- Church concert look during the second half of the song [has me like 
this]
• Spot on characters as they explains everyone situations
I SHOULD TELL YOU
• Mimi and Roger theme color tries to mix, but more desperate
• They mix once they say “I should tell well, here we go. Now we-“
• Need to revise this song, but should be a Ballard inspired

• Once the group returns, the gospel concert lighting look. Need to 
revise the ending
• Beam of lighting goes from US to the audience when they sing “Le 
vie Boheme”
• “VIVA LA LIE BOHEME”
- Top lighting on the group and silhouette

- switch to blue

ACT 2

24 Seasons of Love 73

N/A

11:57 PM Company

N/A

The song emphasize the idea of measuring a year in terms of love. Instead of 
traditional measures like minutes, hours, or days, the characters contemplate 

the significance of love in defining the passage of time. However, these 
measurements symbolize different aspects of life experience and emotional 
resonance. It emphasis on the importance of love, both in terms of romantic 

relationships and broader connections with friends and the community.

Encapsulates the musical's central themes, 
sets the emotional tone, and serves as a 

unifying element throughout the narrative.
• Seasons of Love homage Homage to the orginial production with Jonathan Larson

25 Happy New Year A 74 The Street 11:57 PM

Roger
Mark
Mimi

Colllins
Angel

Maureen
Joanne N/A

 It is a celebratory and energetic number that takes place on New Year's Eve. 
The group come together to mark the transition to the new year, expressing 

hope, joy, and a sense of new beginnings. 

reflects the themes of friendship, love, and 
living in the moment

• Mimi and Roger second color theme, since the season changes
• “Im okay” lighting returns when Maureen is on the phone with 
Joanne
• I’m being reminded of those 2000’s teen Disney summer movie, 
when Roger sings after
Joanne sings
• Lights on Mrs. Cohen as the power mysteriously comes on

Need to figure out how to make an lighting 
homage 

26 Voice Mail #3 79 Unknown 11:57 PM Mark's Mother
N/A

Mrs. Cohen calls Mark to compliment him about the riot footage. Alexi 
Darling from Buzzline also contacts Mark, to ask if they can buy his footage 

of Maureen’s Riot.

- Follow spot or Special 
Light • Isolating light again Lamp lights (+ spot?) on Mark's Mother. Tight top light spot on 

answering machine

27 Voice Mail #4 79 Unknown 12:00 PM Alexi Darling
N/A

Alexi Darling leaves Mark another recorded message, persuading him to 
sign with Buzzline  

- Follow spot or Special 
Light • Isolating light again Lamp lights (+ spot?) on Alexi Darling. Tight top light spot on 

answering machine

28 Happy New Year B 80 The Street Unknown?

Roger
Mark
Mimi

Colllins
Angel

Maureen
Joanne
Benny

N/A

The opening lines suggest that Maureen has achieved success as an artist 
and plans to use her platform for a protest or network TV opportunity. Mark 

and Joanne express their reservations about selling out, but also 
acknowledge the appeal of such dreams. Benny, who was previously seen as 

the antagonist, unexpectedly joins the celebration and reveals a change of 
heart. He apologizes for his actions and offers to give back control of the 

building to the artists. Mimi confronts Benny about his misleading 
statement, but Benny insists that Mimi persuaded him to reconsider. Roger 

gets involved and expresses his disinterest in Mimi's personal life, 
emphasizing that they are not in a committed relationship. However, Angel 
intervenes and urges compassion, mentioning that Benny recently lost his 
pet. The characters then toast to friendship and unity, acknowledging that 
their bonds are stronger than any disagreements. They express a desire to 

stay friends, recognizing the deep roots they have formed as a chosen 
family. 

Portrays a collective resolution for the 
characters to put their differences aside and 

embrace the new year with forgiveness, 
understanding, and a renewed commitment to 
their friendships. It signifies a turning point in 
the story where conflicts are resolved and the 

characters strive for a fresh start.

• 2000s rock concert look at the beginning
• When benny enters, the fun is over and they are brought into benny 
world. Lighting is affected
by this
• When benny “fake” apologizes, lights are on him
• Chaotic lighting as they start to argue
• Angel theme color returns as she takes over the song and brings 
everyone together
• 2000s rock concert returns!
• Lightning is affected by Mimi at the end, and then evil menacing 
look with ‘The Man”

green

29 Valentine's Day Crossover 86 Any Location
Joanne's Loft Unknown?

Mark 
Joanne

Maureen
N/A

At the begininng of the scene, Mark narrates where Roger and Mimi's have 
been for almost two months. Mark then hints on the possiblity of Collins 
and Angels moving in together. This would transition into  Maureen and 

Joanne having an argument about Maureen flirtatious demeanor. 

• Valentine Day theme color

30 Take Me or Leave Me 87 Joanne's Loft -- Maureen
Joanne

N/A

Maureen and Joanne fight about Maureen’s flirty nature. Joanne can’t stand 
seeing Maureen flirt, but Maureen maintains it’s not her fault. It's who she 
is, if Joanne doesn't want to be with her because of it, then she can leave 

Maureen.

• flirtatious theme color and concert look’
• Build up on both “or without theme” then concert look
• Slow close in on “guess I’m leavin’ I’m gone”

31 Seasons of Love B 90 Any Location Unknown? Company
N/A

Seasons of Love B reprise Transitions into a turning point for Rent.
• How do I recreate love in a hopeful look through lighting? [I will 
need to research more on
this]

32 Without You 90 Mimi's Apartment Unknown? Roger
Mimi

N/A

This song starts right after an argument between Roger and Mimi. Roger 
asks Mimi “How’s Benny?” shortly before storming offstage. At this point 

Mimi starts singing. Throughout the song, Angel’s depleting health is 
shown, which leads up to the events of Contact

• Mimi apartment lighting in the beginning then slowly depends into a 
desperate melancholy
look
- Use of lighting to represent the mismatch between wanting and 
needing, life and loss, joy
and depress
• Slow fade up on Roger and he enters, the lighting will represent the 
mixing and eventually
come together in harmony
• Light closes in on every “without you” at the end of the song until 
the focus is only on them

33 Voice Mail #5 93 The Loft Unknown? Alexi Darling
N/A

Alexi Darling continues to leave Mark another recorded message, 
persuading him to sign with Buzzline  

- Follow spot or Special 
Light • Isolating lighting

34 Contact 94 Various Fanatasy Bed Locales Unknown?

Collins
Maureen

Mimi
Angel
Roger
Joanne
Angel

Company
The song begins seemingly just as a representation of the various couples’ 
sex lives but soon turns into a heartbreaking solo as Angel enters a fever 

dream and then dies of complications from HIV/AIDS. 

• Hot, fire, lighting look
• Alternative Angel color-concert look
• Spots on each actors

35 I'll Cover You - Reprise 97 In a church, Angel's memorial Unknown? Collins Company
Collins mourns the loss of Angel, his partner, who has died due to 

complications related to AIDS. The song reflects on love, loss, and the 
enduring impact that Angel had on Collins's life.

• Church lighting
- Mourning
- Church window gobo
- special from afar on Angel like gods ray
• How can we make Angel spirit “rise”
• Gospel church lighting color (different from Le Vie Bhoeme) then 
slow decent into seasons of
love

36 Halloween 99 East Village Unknown?

Mark
Roger
Mimi

Collins
Maureen
Joanne
Benny N/A

Sobered by Angel’s death, Mark accepts Buzzline’s offer to work for them, 
effectively selling himself out. He reflects on the year so far, how he got 

where he is now, and wonders if he will face the future alone.

• Outside of church lighting look
• Desperation
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ACT 2

37 Goodbye Love 100 the church Unknown?

Mark
Roger
Mimi

Collins
Maureen
Joanne
Benny

(possibly company?)

Mimi expresses her disappointment in Roger for selling his guitar and 
buying a car. Roger reveals that he is leaving for Santa Fe, and Mimi 

questions his association with a person she refers to as "yuppy scum." This 
sparks a heated argument among the group, with accusations and 

frustrations being thrown around. It is clear that tensions are high and 
unresolved issues have come to the surface. Joanne resents Maureen's 
disregard for their relationship, while Mimi expresses frustration with 
Roger's patterns of running away and refusing to commit. The tensions 

escalate, with Mark attempting to restore order and mediate the situation. 
Mimi and Joanne yearn for a love that is reciprocated and unafraid to be 
openly expressed, referencing their admiration for Angel's ability to love 
without reservations. Collins, grieving the loss of Angel, pleads with the 

group to find peace and unity, but his words go unheard. As the song 
progresses, Mark and Roger engage in a confrontation. Mark accuses Roger 
of avoiding his pain and hiding behind his work, rejecting his art as a way to 
escape confronting his own failures and loneliness. Roger, in turn, questions 

Mark's authority in giving him advice and challenges Mark's own 
motivations and authenticity. The tension reaches its peak as Mimi 

confesses her love for Roger and Mark tries to intervene, offering solutions 
and support. Mimi's vulnerability and deteriorating health become evident, 

and Roger acknowledges her decline. The scene concludes with Mimi 
expressing her need to depart and seek help, admitting her fear and 

vulnerability. Benny steps in, offering to assist Mimi, possibly by funding 
her rehabilitation. Mimi eventually confesses her final goodbyes and Mark 
mentioning the disease that is consuming her, alluding to the gravity of the 

situation and the urgency for her to seek treatment.

captures the tumultuous emotions and 
conflicts within the group of friends. It dives 

deep into their personal struggles, relationship 
dynamics, and the impact of Angel's death. 
The song highlights the theme of love in its 
various forms - self-love, romantic love, and 
love between friends - and the challenges and 

sacrifices that come with it.

• Melancholy look then erupts into anger then falls back to mourning
• How can I capture running out of time using lighting? [need to 
research more]
• Light my candle and I’ll cover you lighting returns?

38 What You Own 106 The Church Unknown? Roger
Mark

Pastor
Benny

Mark and Roger, addresses their frustrations and disillusionment with their 
artistic pursuits. They reflect on the idea of ownership and how it extends 
beyond tangible belongings. Mark asserts that owning a camera, like any 
possession, cannot define true fulfillment or success in life. Instead, he 
implies that true ownership lies in living an authentic, purpose-driven 

existence. Roger, echoes Mark’s sentiments, emphasizing the importance of 
genuine connections and relationships. He believes that sharing one’s 
experiences, thoughts, and emotions with others is what truly matters.

Conveys a sense of longing for genuine 
connection and a yearning to come into one's 
own in a society that often feels detached and 

dehumanizing.

• 2000s concert look? [need to revise this scene]

39 Voice Mail #6 110 unknown Unknown?

Roger's Mother
Mimi's Mother
Mark's Mother
Mr. Jefferson N/A

We hear from most the character’s parents, who are confused and concerned 
for their children and their given situations.

- Follow spot or Special 
Light

• Isolating lighting
• Possible have their own world color theme, to separate their 
environment?

Spots on the three parents, street lamp, and tight special on answering 
machine

40 Finale A 110 The Lot & The Loft Unknown? Mark Company

Mark previews the documentry he has been working on throughout Rent. 
However, a fuse breaks and Collins appears to tell both Mark and Roger 

about rewiring an ATM at the Food Eporium. However, Maureen and 
Joanne, who are outside carrying Mimi, scream that they need help getting 
her upstairs. The characters all help Mimi upstairs and try to care for her. 

Roger, realising the depths of his feelings for her as she is on her death bed, 
finally manages to finish his song.

• Up-lighting on the seven homeless people
• Loft lighting, now with vibrant color
• Blackout but with only spots when projector blow a fuse
• Santa Fe look returns! [How can I make this from a dreamy look to 
reality?]
• Cold vs hot lighting look for Mimi
• Light my candle lighting returns
• I should tell you lighting look returns but with more hopeful love

41 Your Eyes 115 Unknown? Roger
Roger finally write and perform “one song to leave behind”. Unfortunately, 
it has come at a bad time as Mimi is at death’s door and he has a lot to tell 

her.

Captures a pivotal moment in the musical, 
representing the transformative power of 

love, overcoming fear and vulnerability, and 
the characters' journey toward finding solace 

and connection in each other.

• Roger final songs ! [need to revise this scene to reflect this moment]
• Need to reflect Roger finally admitting to himself and to the world 
that he loves Mimi

- all hard spot on roger

42 Finale B 116 Unknown? Company Mimi comes back from the dead and tells them that Angel told her to go 
back. The songs ends with them singing that “there’s no day but today.”

Serves as a powerful conclusion to "Rent," 
encapsulating the musical's themes of love, 

loss, resilience, and the human experience. It 
brings closure to the characters' journeys and 
leaves the audience with a mix of emotions, 

ranging from sorrow to hope.

• All color theme and scene lighting look starts to conflict and mix 
together
• Top lighting with rows of beam lighting for the final line

- separated colors (remove lens)

43 Exit Music (I'll Cover You 118 N/A -- Company N/A Cast Bows -- -- -- • Concert lighting with audience interactive? -- N/A
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Documentry

No Day But Today: The 
Story of 'Rent' Youtube https://youtu.be/hJWOhA5R-vg?

si=jnaGmYFLezcRtsqn

The Creation Of Rent Youtube A documentary on the casting and creating of the original West End cast of Rent Gives me a more in depth knowledge behind the origns 
of Rent 

https://youtu.be/RG64zr9X1Ks?
si=0PqKISWroMrQoy5y

Paris is Burning Youtube

Paris Is Burning is a 1990 American documentary film directed by Jennie 
Livingston. Filmed in the mid-to-late 1980s, it chronicles the ball culture of New 
York City and the African-American, Latino, gay, and transgender communities 

involved in it. The film is considered to be an invaluable documentary of the end of 
the "Golden Age" of New York City drag balls, and critics have praised it as a 

thoughtful exploration of race, class, gender, and sexuality in America.

https://youtu.be/k70tlLetqqw?
si=zLquxA4geeQWgNg0

Inside the Infamous NYC 
Riot That Got 6 Cops 

Indicted | Source Material
Vice News Timeline footage of Tomkins Riot https://youtu.be/_nLVBHprp_4?

si=tTUuE_EL2Gqwi_F7

HIV: The Neglected 
Pandemic Vice TV https://youtu.be/c500I15gLho?si=CF-

8BNtFssqLRPf8
Art, AIDS, and New York 

in the 80s Vice https://youtu.be/18X5dBp06Qs?
si=JZuneDgqklZwPKHQ

HIV/AIDS: Plague of the 
21st Century Biographics https://youtu.be/xOXhuWe3oOk?

si=JObqGrRTQbGuhwwd

Interview
RENT - Impact: 

Chronicling the early 
days of RENT w/ 

interviews of some of 
Original Broadway Cast

Youtube https://youtu.be/cN6kHG9mV6Q?
si=sp8anELmnUCMfMpf

Jonathan Larson Talks 
About His Writing 

Process and Making 
‘Rent’

American Theatre 
https://www.americantheatre.

org/1996/07/01/jonathan-larson-talks-about-his-
writing-process-and-rent/

RENT - Impact: 
Chronicling the early 

days of RENT w/ 
interviews of some of 

Original Broadway Cast

CNN https://youtu.be/cN6kHG9mV6Q?
si=6ag8WeVwPI8u_OHf

Rent Press Junket #1: 
What was your first 

response when you found 
out you had the role

CNN The movie cast of Rent talks about their reactions on finding out they got their 
movie roles.

https://youtu.be/W23L8jS_1iY?si=Fg_NvGzycXT_-
zdA

Rent Press Junket #2: 
What was your favorite 

song from rent?
CNN https://youtu.be/dZPwL2hegEY?

si=8GQhCLIB6azRMdts

Rent Press Junket #3: 
How do you keep Over 

The Moon Fun to 
Perform?

CNN https://youtu.be/A9KyDn-M1BM?
si=aKjAoFxn2Lhwv5q-

Rent Press Junket #7: 
What was your favorite 

Scene from Rent?
CNN https://youtu.be/wStqXfei9Hs?

si=nszrUO06UmgFn7He

I Have Something To Say' 
An Interview with 
Jonathan Larson

American Theatre
https://www.angelfire.

com/in2/everythingisrent/articles/americantheatre2.
html

Articles
‘Rent’ Lives: Director 
Michael Greif On The 
Show That Changed 

Broadway And Won A 
Generation – The 

Deadline Q&A

Deadline https://deadline.com/2019/01/rent-director-michael-
greif-fox-jonathan-larson-musical-1202541301/

THEATER REVIEW;Rock 
Opera A la 'Boheme' And 

'Hair'
New York Times Ben Brantely [author of the article] critical analyzes of Rent broadway performance review of the original broadway performance during 

1996
https://www.nytimes.com/1996/02/14/theater/theater-

review-rock-opera-a-la-boheme-and-hair.html

THEATER;A Composer's 
Death Echoes in His 

Musical
New York Times Anthony Tommasini review of Jonathan Larson 'Rent' NY Times journalist who was the last to interview 

Jonathan Larson the night before his death
https://www.nytimes.com/1996/02/11/theater/theater-

a-composer-s-death-echoes-in-his-musical.html

The True Story of 'Rent' : 
How the Cast Banded 
Together After Creator 

Jonathan Larson's Death

People Magazine Article about performing after the death of Jonathan Larson Significant meaning behind emphasize important 
moments in the play to dedicate Jonathan Larson

https://people.com/theater/rent-live-musical-history-
jonathan-larson-death/

‘Rent’ was way ahead of 
its time — and is still 
relevant 20 years later

New York Post https://nypost.com/2015/09/24/rent-was-way-ahead-
of-its-time-and-is-still-relevant-20-years-later/

Inside RENT New Line Theatre https://www.newlinetheatre.com/rentchapter.html
The Creation of Rent—
How Jonathan Larson 

Transformed an Idea into 
a Groundbreaking 

Musical

Playbill
https://playbill.com/article/the-creation-of-rent-how-

jonathan-larson-transformed-an-idea-into-a-
groundbreaking-musical

Rent Moved American 
Culture Forward. Rent: 

Live Is Proof of That.
Esquire

https://www.esquire.
com/entertainment/tv/a26009913/rent-live-musical-

meaning-explained/

Take It or Leave It: The 
Cultural Legacy of Rent 14 East

http://fourteeneastmag.com/index.
php/2019/02/08/take-it-or-leave-it-the-cultural-

legacy-of-rent/
‘Rent,’ Timeless Message 

Intensely Performed Los Angeles Times https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-2000-dec-
28-ca-5427-story.html

Jonathan Larson Papers Library of Congress Archive materials from Jonathan Larson work https://www.loc.gov/item/2006560743?loclr=blogcop
THEATHER;The Seven-

Year Odyssey That Led to 
'Rent'

New York Times
https://www.nytimes.

com/1996/03/17/theater/theather-the-seven-year-
odyssey-that-led-to-rent.html

Reflections on the 
Jonathan Larson 

Collection
Library of Congress https://blogs.loc.gov/music/2011/05/reflections-on-

the-jonathan-larson-collection/

The Meaning Behind The 
Song: What You Own by 
Original Broadway Cast

Old Times Music https://oldtimemusic.com/the-meaning-behind-the-
song-what-you-own-by-original-broadway-cast/

13,150,080 Minutes: It's 
Been 25 Years Since The 

First Performance Of 
'Rent'

NPR
https://www.npr.org/2021/01/25/959666108/13-150-

080-minutes-its-been-25-years-since-the-first-
performance-of-rent

“Rent” Reborn The New Yorkers https://www.newyorker.com/culture/culture-
desk/rent-reborn

Jonathan Larson: Life & 
Work Portland Center Stage

https://www.pcs.org/features/jonathan-larson-life-
work#:~:text=As%20Larson%20was%20writing%

20Tick,eventually%20pass%20away%20from%
20AIDS.

Tango Maureen Thetrical Board https://www.thetheatricalboard.
com/editorials/stephaniebiweek

Research [HIV/AIDS]
About the Morbidity and 
Mortality Weekly Report 

(MMWR) Series
 U.S. Center for Disease Control (CDC) article describes cases of a rare lung infection, Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia

(PCP) First recorded history of HIV https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/about.html

RARE CANCER SEEN IN 
41 HOMOSEXUALS New York Times Article describing the recent discovery of PCP and how it's mainly affecting gay 

men
the first term usage of “gay cancer” enters the public 

lexicon.
https://www.nytimes.com/1981/07/03/us/rare-cancer-

seen-in-41-homosexuals.html

[History] Gay Men Health Center Eighty men gather in writer Larry Kramer’s apartment to address the “gay cancer” 
and to raise money for research. First documented organization to combat against HIV https://www.gmhc.org/history/

“Patient Zero” National Library of Medicine https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/pmc/articles/PMC4046389/

Origins of HIV and the 
AIDS Pandemic National Library of Medicine https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.

gov/pmc/articles/PMC3234451/
HIV Basics U.S. Department of Health & Human Services https://www.hiv.gov/hiv-basics/

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/0yrPn6UjbGYEBVLg2ErLLt?si=9453b8655c8d4334
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/0yrPn6UjbGYEBVLg2ErLLt?si=9453b8655c8d4334
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/0yrPn6UjbGYEBVLg2ErLLt?si=9453b8655c8d4334
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/0yrPn6UjbGYEBVLg2ErLLt?si=9453b8655c8d4334
https://youtu.be/hJWOhA5R-vg?si=jnaGmYFLezcRtsqn
https://youtu.be/hJWOhA5R-vg?si=jnaGmYFLezcRtsqn
https://youtu.be/RG64zr9X1Ks?si=0PqKISWroMrQoy5y
https://youtu.be/RG64zr9X1Ks?si=0PqKISWroMrQoy5y
https://youtu.be/k70tlLetqqw?si=zLquxA4geeQWgNg0
https://youtu.be/k70tlLetqqw?si=zLquxA4geeQWgNg0
https://youtu.be/_nLVBHprp_4?si=tTUuE_EL2Gqwi_F7
https://youtu.be/_nLVBHprp_4?si=tTUuE_EL2Gqwi_F7
https://youtu.be/c500I15gLho?si=CF-8BNtFssqLRPf8
https://youtu.be/c500I15gLho?si=CF-8BNtFssqLRPf8
https://youtu.be/18X5dBp06Qs?si=JZuneDgqklZwPKHQ
https://youtu.be/18X5dBp06Qs?si=JZuneDgqklZwPKHQ
https://youtu.be/xOXhuWe3oOk?si=JObqGrRTQbGuhwwd
https://youtu.be/xOXhuWe3oOk?si=JObqGrRTQbGuhwwd
https://youtu.be/cN6kHG9mV6Q?si=sp8anELmnUCMfMpf
https://youtu.be/cN6kHG9mV6Q?si=sp8anELmnUCMfMpf
https://www.americantheatre.org/1996/07/01/jonathan-larson-talks-about-his-writing-process-and-rent/
https://www.americantheatre.org/1996/07/01/jonathan-larson-talks-about-his-writing-process-and-rent/
https://www.americantheatre.org/1996/07/01/jonathan-larson-talks-about-his-writing-process-and-rent/
https://youtu.be/cN6kHG9mV6Q?si=6ag8WeVwPI8u_OHf
https://youtu.be/cN6kHG9mV6Q?si=6ag8WeVwPI8u_OHf
https://youtu.be/W23L8jS_1iY?si=Fg_NvGzycXT_-zdA
https://youtu.be/W23L8jS_1iY?si=Fg_NvGzycXT_-zdA
https://youtu.be/dZPwL2hegEY?si=8GQhCLIB6azRMdts
https://youtu.be/dZPwL2hegEY?si=8GQhCLIB6azRMdts
https://youtu.be/A9KyDn-M1BM?si=aKjAoFxn2Lhwv5q-
https://youtu.be/A9KyDn-M1BM?si=aKjAoFxn2Lhwv5q-
https://youtu.be/wStqXfei9Hs?si=nszrUO06UmgFn7He
https://youtu.be/wStqXfei9Hs?si=nszrUO06UmgFn7He
https://www.angelfire.com/in2/everythingisrent/articles/americantheatre2.html
https://www.angelfire.com/in2/everythingisrent/articles/americantheatre2.html
https://www.angelfire.com/in2/everythingisrent/articles/americantheatre2.html
https://deadline.com/2019/01/rent-director-michael-greif-fox-jonathan-larson-musical-1202541301/
https://deadline.com/2019/01/rent-director-michael-greif-fox-jonathan-larson-musical-1202541301/
https://www.nytimes.com/1996/02/14/theater/theater-review-rock-opera-a-la-boheme-and-hair.html
https://www.nytimes.com/1996/02/14/theater/theater-review-rock-opera-a-la-boheme-and-hair.html
https://www.nytimes.com/1996/02/11/theater/theater-a-composer-s-death-echoes-in-his-musical.html
https://www.nytimes.com/1996/02/11/theater/theater-a-composer-s-death-echoes-in-his-musical.html
https://people.com/theater/rent-live-musical-history-jonathan-larson-death/
https://people.com/theater/rent-live-musical-history-jonathan-larson-death/
https://nypost.com/2015/09/24/rent-was-way-ahead-of-its-time-and-is-still-relevant-20-years-later/
https://nypost.com/2015/09/24/rent-was-way-ahead-of-its-time-and-is-still-relevant-20-years-later/
https://www.newlinetheatre.com/rentchapter.html
https://playbill.com/article/the-creation-of-rent-how-jonathan-larson-transformed-an-idea-into-a-groundbreaking-musical
https://playbill.com/article/the-creation-of-rent-how-jonathan-larson-transformed-an-idea-into-a-groundbreaking-musical
https://playbill.com/article/the-creation-of-rent-how-jonathan-larson-transformed-an-idea-into-a-groundbreaking-musical
https://www.esquire.com/entertainment/tv/a26009913/rent-live-musical-meaning-explained/
https://www.esquire.com/entertainment/tv/a26009913/rent-live-musical-meaning-explained/
https://www.esquire.com/entertainment/tv/a26009913/rent-live-musical-meaning-explained/
http://fourteeneastmag.com/index.php/2019/02/08/take-it-or-leave-it-the-cultural-legacy-of-rent/
http://fourteeneastmag.com/index.php/2019/02/08/take-it-or-leave-it-the-cultural-legacy-of-rent/
http://fourteeneastmag.com/index.php/2019/02/08/take-it-or-leave-it-the-cultural-legacy-of-rent/
https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-2000-dec-28-ca-5427-story.html
https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-2000-dec-28-ca-5427-story.html
https://www.loc.gov/item/2006560743?loclr=blogcop
https://www.nytimes.com/1996/03/17/theater/theather-the-seven-year-odyssey-that-led-to-rent.html
https://www.nytimes.com/1996/03/17/theater/theather-the-seven-year-odyssey-that-led-to-rent.html
https://www.nytimes.com/1996/03/17/theater/theather-the-seven-year-odyssey-that-led-to-rent.html
https://blogs.loc.gov/music/2011/05/reflections-on-the-jonathan-larson-collection/
https://blogs.loc.gov/music/2011/05/reflections-on-the-jonathan-larson-collection/
https://oldtimemusic.com/the-meaning-behind-the-song-what-you-own-by-original-broadway-cast/
https://oldtimemusic.com/the-meaning-behind-the-song-what-you-own-by-original-broadway-cast/
https://www.npr.org/2021/01/25/959666108/13-150-080-minutes-its-been-25-years-since-the-first-performance-of-rent
https://www.npr.org/2021/01/25/959666108/13-150-080-minutes-its-been-25-years-since-the-first-performance-of-rent
https://www.npr.org/2021/01/25/959666108/13-150-080-minutes-its-been-25-years-since-the-first-performance-of-rent
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/culture-desk/rent-reborn
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/culture-desk/rent-reborn
https://www.pcs.org/features/jonathan-larson-life-work#:~:text=As%20Larson%20was%20writing%20Tick,eventually%20pass%20away%20from%20AIDS.
https://www.pcs.org/features/jonathan-larson-life-work#:~:text=As%20Larson%20was%20writing%20Tick,eventually%20pass%20away%20from%20AIDS.
https://www.pcs.org/features/jonathan-larson-life-work#:~:text=As%20Larson%20was%20writing%20Tick,eventually%20pass%20away%20from%20AIDS.
https://www.pcs.org/features/jonathan-larson-life-work#:~:text=As%20Larson%20was%20writing%20Tick,eventually%20pass%20away%20from%20AIDS.
https://www.thetheatricalboard.com/editorials/stephaniebiweek
https://www.thetheatricalboard.com/editorials/stephaniebiweek
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/about.html
https://www.nytimes.com/1981/07/03/us/rare-cancer-seen-in-41-homosexuals.html
https://www.nytimes.com/1981/07/03/us/rare-cancer-seen-in-41-homosexuals.html
https://www.gmhc.org/history/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4046389/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4046389/
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Title From? Summary Why? Link Additonal Notes

AIDS and Opportunistic 
Infection  U.S. Center for Disease Control (CDC)

https://www.cdc.
gov/hiv/basics/livingwithhiv/opportunisticinfections.

html
New HIV Diagnoses and 
People with Diagnosed 

HIV in the US and 
Dependent Areas by Area 

of Residence, 2021

 U.S. Center for Disease Control (CDC) https://www.cdc.gov/hiv/basics/statistics.html

The History of HIV and 
AIDS in the United States Healthline https://www.healthline.com/health/hiv-aids/history

The origins of AIDS: from 
patient zero to ground 

zero
Epidemiology & Community Health https://jech.bmj.com/content/67/6/473

1970s and ‘Patient 0’ 
HIV-1 genomes illuminate 
early HIV/AIDS history in 

North America

Nature https://www.nature.com/articles/nature19827

HIV Spread from Haiti to 
NYC in 1970, “Patient 

Zero” Not to Blame
The Scientist

https://www.the-scientist.com/daily-news/hiv-spread-
from-haiti-to-nyc-in-1970-patient-zero-not-to-blame-

32644
Region Profiles on HIV 

and AIDS UNAIDS https://aids2020.unaids.org/chapter/region-profiles/

Research [GENTRIFICATION]

Gentrification and 
Displacement: New York 

City in the 1990s

American Planning Association. Journal of the 
American Planning Association

http://libproxy.usc.edu/login?url=https://www.
proquest.com/scholarly-journals/gentrification-

displacement-new-york-city-
1990s/docview/229657239/se-2?accountid=14749

Research [THE ART SCENE]

Research [NEW YORK COUNTERCULTURE]

Research [LGBTQ+ HISTORY IN LOWER MANHATTAN, NEW YORK CITY]

Books
Boho Days: The Wider 

Works of Jonathan Larson J Collis https://www.amazon.com/Boho-Days-Wider-
Jonathan-Larson/dp/3000591133

Without You: A Memoir of 
Loss, Love, and the 

Musical Rent
Anthony Rapp https://www.simonandschuster.com/books/Without-

You/Anthony-Rapp/9780743269773

Video Clips
RENT: Broadway 

Production (Full Live 
Performance, 2008)

Youtube Broadway production of RENT (2008) Entertainment Purposes https://youtu.be/yhG3JTchKDA?si=Ok-
p1bJ_5t8BIK42

Tomkins Square Riot FOX 5 1988 FOX 5 News archival footage of the Tomkins Square Riot and its aftermath in 
New York City.

https://youtu.be/cX1RpRRoDkE?si=VD-
wFEK5bEmRU4JV

News reports on the 80s 
Crack Epidemic Youtube [Variety News Report] https://youtu.be/vj6LNatfn6s?si=ud4J66TqADvtif7G

HARLEM NEW YORK 
1989 CRACK EPIDEMIC 

VS HARLEM HOODS 
2020

Youtube https://youtu.be/M6WwZLvxV9Q?si=v-
7st3IpolYccdVa

Night Vision: The West 
Village at Night in the 

1980's, through 
photographs by Efrain 

Gonzalez

Village Preservation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lw_gBbRZM-I

Looking Back On 40 
Years Of The AIDS 

Epidemic
NBC: Today https://youtu.be/ox1-6INAzSk?

si=wtEnRELsjxMWThhb

Rent Videoblogs: Idina, 
Tracie, Rosario Anthony Rapp and Jesse L. Martin. https://youtu.be/lRe3foZqM0c?

si=I6g74lFwIOWK1mBP

Podcast
The Producer's 

Perspective Podcast with 
Ken Davenport

Broadway Podcast Network Original Director perspective of Rent
https://open.spotify.

com/episode/2THNFsCDvmb2mppHOKfHBd?
si=f2b2f1d7dedf4e37

Why 'Rent' is Still a 
Revolution Variety Stagecraft Talking with Andy Señor Jr., the former Angel behind the new documentary 

"Revolution Rent."

https://broadwaypodcastnetwork.
com/podcasts/stagecraft-with-gordon-cox/why-rent-

is-still-a-revolution/151

Everything is Rent Campfire Media
https://open.spotify.

com/show/4ShyDSyZTN3714jxWH7QTd?
si=d9a1fa463ded4d50

Audio Clips

RENT Demos Youtube Demo versions of Rent songs
https://youtube.com/playlist?

list=PLQIQbFp9MZb1VDMZbHNDxVrJU6h83PkIy
&si=AeejCjfJyX6X1jK2

Jonathan Larson's Demo 
of Rent & The NYTW 
Production (+Bonus)

Internet Archive Jon's original demo of RENT including his friends and him acting an early version 
he had when the title track was known as Splatter. https://archive.org/details/Rent-Demos

Rent [1994 New York 
Theatre Workshop 

Recording]
Internet Archive New York Theatre Workshop production of Rent which includes the cast before 

they were replaced with the Off-Broadway Cast https://archive.org/details/Rent-NYTW-Recording

Sextet (Jonathan Larson 
Superbia Demo) Internet Archive Sextet original demo from Jon's unrealized musical, Superbia. https://archive.org/details/Sextet-Superbia-Demo

Websites
India-Here https://www.idina-here.com/
Rent Wiki https://rent.fandom.com/wiki/RENT_Wiki

Forum 
Rent: The Musical Reddit https://www.reddit.com/r/RentMusical/

Lighting Inspiration
Manhattan 1980s Stock 

Photos and Images Alamy https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo/manhattan-
1980s.html?sortBy=relevant

East Village Art Artsy.net https://www.artsy.net/gene/east-village-art

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/0yrPn6UjbGYEBVLg2ErLLt?si=9453b8655c8d4334
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/0yrPn6UjbGYEBVLg2ErLLt?si=9453b8655c8d4334
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/0yrPn6UjbGYEBVLg2ErLLt?si=9453b8655c8d4334
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/0yrPn6UjbGYEBVLg2ErLLt?si=9453b8655c8d4334
https://www.cdc.gov/hiv/basics/livingwithhiv/opportunisticinfections.html
https://www.cdc.gov/hiv/basics/livingwithhiv/opportunisticinfections.html
https://www.cdc.gov/hiv/basics/livingwithhiv/opportunisticinfections.html
https://www.cdc.gov/hiv/basics/statistics.html
https://www.healthline.com/health/hiv-aids/history
https://jech.bmj.com/content/67/6/473
https://www.nature.com/articles/nature19827
https://www.the-scientist.com/daily-news/hiv-spread-from-haiti-to-nyc-in-1970-patient-zero-not-to-blame-32644
https://www.the-scientist.com/daily-news/hiv-spread-from-haiti-to-nyc-in-1970-patient-zero-not-to-blame-32644
https://www.the-scientist.com/daily-news/hiv-spread-from-haiti-to-nyc-in-1970-patient-zero-not-to-blame-32644
https://aids2020.unaids.org/chapter/region-profiles/
http://libproxy.usc.edu/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/scholarly-journals/gentrification-displacement-new-york-city-1990s/docview/229657239/se-2?accountid=14749
http://libproxy.usc.edu/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/scholarly-journals/gentrification-displacement-new-york-city-1990s/docview/229657239/se-2?accountid=14749
http://libproxy.usc.edu/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/scholarly-journals/gentrification-displacement-new-york-city-1990s/docview/229657239/se-2?accountid=14749
http://libproxy.usc.edu/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/scholarly-journals/gentrification-displacement-new-york-city-1990s/docview/229657239/se-2?accountid=14749
https://www.amazon.com/Boho-Days-Wider-Jonathan-Larson/dp/3000591133
https://www.amazon.com/Boho-Days-Wider-Jonathan-Larson/dp/3000591133
https://www.simonandschuster.com/books/Without-You/Anthony-Rapp/9780743269773
https://www.simonandschuster.com/books/Without-You/Anthony-Rapp/9780743269773
https://youtu.be/yhG3JTchKDA?si=Ok-p1bJ_5t8BIK42
https://youtu.be/yhG3JTchKDA?si=Ok-p1bJ_5t8BIK42
https://youtu.be/cX1RpRRoDkE?si=VD-wFEK5bEmRU4JV
https://youtu.be/cX1RpRRoDkE?si=VD-wFEK5bEmRU4JV
https://youtu.be/vj6LNatfn6s?si=ud4J66TqADvtif7G
https://youtu.be/M6WwZLvxV9Q?si=v-7st3IpolYccdVa
https://youtu.be/M6WwZLvxV9Q?si=v-7st3IpolYccdVa
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lw_gBbRZM-I
https://youtu.be/ox1-6INAzSk?si=wtEnRELsjxMWThhb
https://youtu.be/ox1-6INAzSk?si=wtEnRELsjxMWThhb
https://youtu.be/lRe3foZqM0c?si=I6g74lFwIOWK1mBP
https://youtu.be/lRe3foZqM0c?si=I6g74lFwIOWK1mBP
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2THNFsCDvmb2mppHOKfHBd?si=f2b2f1d7dedf4e37
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2THNFsCDvmb2mppHOKfHBd?si=f2b2f1d7dedf4e37
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2THNFsCDvmb2mppHOKfHBd?si=f2b2f1d7dedf4e37
https://broadwaypodcastnetwork.com/podcasts/stagecraft-with-gordon-cox/why-rent-is-still-a-revolution/151
https://broadwaypodcastnetwork.com/podcasts/stagecraft-with-gordon-cox/why-rent-is-still-a-revolution/151
https://broadwaypodcastnetwork.com/podcasts/stagecraft-with-gordon-cox/why-rent-is-still-a-revolution/151
https://open.spotify.com/show/4ShyDSyZTN3714jxWH7QTd?si=d9a1fa463ded4d50
https://open.spotify.com/show/4ShyDSyZTN3714jxWH7QTd?si=d9a1fa463ded4d50
https://open.spotify.com/show/4ShyDSyZTN3714jxWH7QTd?si=d9a1fa463ded4d50
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQIQbFp9MZb1VDMZbHNDxVrJU6h83PkIy&si=AeejCjfJyX6X1jK2
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQIQbFp9MZb1VDMZbHNDxVrJU6h83PkIy&si=AeejCjfJyX6X1jK2
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQIQbFp9MZb1VDMZbHNDxVrJU6h83PkIy&si=AeejCjfJyX6X1jK2
https://archive.org/details/Rent-Demos
https://archive.org/details/Rent-NYTW-Recording
https://archive.org/details/Sextet-Superbia-Demo
https://www.idina-here.com/
https://rent.fandom.com/wiki/RENT_Wiki
https://www.reddit.com/r/RentMusical/
https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo/manhattan-1980s.html?sortBy=relevant
https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo/manhattan-1980s.html?sortBy=relevant
http://artsy.net/
https://www.artsy.net/gene/east-village-art


Lighting Designer Director

RENT: THE MUSICAL - Location Breakdown Fernando Gonzalez Anita Dashell-Sparks

Last Updated: 1 - 8 - 24 fdg@usc.edu  |  (951) 840-6012 adashiel@usc.edu

Act Scene # Scene Name Page Location Month / Date / Year (Last known) 
Time Location Notes Script Lighting LD Ideas? Additonal Notes

ACT 1 1 Tune Up A 1 Mark and Roger's Loft December 24th 9:00 PM
1A Voice Mail #1 2 Mark's Mother House December 24th 9:00 PM MARK'S MOM in a special light

2 Tune Up B 3 Mark and Roger's Loft December 24th 9:00 PM

The Street [Pay Phone] -- --
East Village. Front door area of the 
boys building. A battered public 

phone is nearby
3 Rent 6 Mark and Roger's Loft December 24th 9:00 PM East Village

The Street December 24th 9:00 PM
The Street [Pay Phone] December 24th 9:00 PM

The Street December 24th 9:00 PM
4 Christmas Bells #1 11 The Street December 24th 9:00 PM Christmas Tree Sculpture having christmas lighting? 
5 You Okay, Honey 11 Mark and Roger's Loft December 24th 9:00 PM
6 Tune Up - Reprise 13 Mark and Roger's Loft December 24th 9:00 PM
7 One Song Glory 13 Mark and Roger's Loft December 24th 9:00 PM
8 Light My Candle 15 Mark and Roger's Loft December 24th 9:00 PM Candles
9 Voice Mail #2 19 Joanne's Loft December 24th 9:00 PM Maureen, in silhouette

10 Today For You A 21 Mark and Roger's Loft December 24th 9:00 PM
10A Today For You B 22 Mark and Roger's Loft December 24th 9:00 PM

11 You'll See 23 Mark and Roger's Loft December 24th 9:00 PM
12 Tango Maureen - Intro 27 The Lot December 24th 9:30 PM?

12A Tango Maureen 28 The Lot December 24th 9:30 PM?
13 Support Group 32 Support Group Meeting December 24th 9:30 PM
14 Out Tonight 34 Mimi's Apartment December 24th 10:00 PM
15 Another Day 36 Mark and Roger's Loft December 24th 10:00 PM

Support Group Meeting December 24th 10:00 PM
16 Will I 39 Mark and Roger's Loft December 24th 10:00 PM

Support Group Meeting December 24th 10:00 PM
17 On The Street 39 The Street December 24th 10:00 PM?
18 Santa Fe 41 The Street December 24th 11:00 PM
19 I'll Cover You 43 The Street December 24th 11:00 PM
20 We're Okay 45 Pay Phone December 24th 11:00 PM
21 Christmas Bells 47 St. Marks Place December 24th 11:00 PM
22 Over The Moon 57 The Lot December 25th 12:00 AM

22A Over The Moon Playoff 58 The Lot December 25th 12:00 AM
23 Le Vie Boheme / I Should Tell You 59 Life Cafe December 25th 12:00 AM

ACT 2 24 Seasons of Love 73 -- -- --
25 Happy New Year A 74 The Street December 31st 11:57 PM
26 Voice Mail #3 79 Mrs. Cohen December 31st 11:57 PM
27 Voice Mail #4 79 Alexi Darling from Buzzline December 31st 11:57 PM
28 Happy New Year B 80 The Street January 1st 12:00 PM
29 Valentine's Day Crossover 86 Any Location Feburary 14th 4:00 PM
30 Take Me or Leave Me 87 Any Location Feburary 14th 4:00 PM
31 Seasons of Love B 90 -- -- --
32 Without You 90 Mimi's Apartment September 5-6 PM

Hospital Room September 5-6 PM
33 Voice Mail #5 93 Mark and Roger's Loft September 5-6 PM
34 Contact 94 -- -- --
35 I'll Cover You - Reprise 97 Inside Church, Angel's Memorial October 31st 5-6 PM
36 Halloween 99 Outside Church, on payphone October 31st 5-6 PM
37 Goodbye Love 100 Inside Church, Angel's Memorial October 31st 5-6 PM
38 What You Own 106 Outside Church October 31st 5-6 PM
39 Voice Mail #6 110 Roger's Mother -- --

Mimi's Mother -- --
Joanne's Father -- --
Mark's Mother -- --

40 Finale A 110 The Lot December 24th 10:00 PM
Mark and Roger's Loft December 24th 10:00 PM

41 Your Eyes 115 Mark and Roger's Loft December 24th 10:00 PM
42 Finale B 116 Mark and Roger's Loft December 24th 10:00 PM
43 Exit Music (I'll Cover You 118 -- -- --



Lighting Designer Director

RENT: THE MUSICAL - Character Breakdown Fernando Gonzalez Anita Dashell-Sparks

Last Updated: 01 - 06 - 24 fdg@usc.edu  |  (951) 840-6012 adashiel@usc.edu

Character Age Background Inspiration Behind The Character Start of Play Middle of The Play End of The Play Overall Synopsis Additonal Notes

Main Characters

Mark Cohen 20s to 25

Mark is an aspiring filmmaker who narrates the show as he films the lives of his friends. Mark 
never leaves home without a camera. He is Roger's best friend and caregiver, and he was once 

Maureen’s boyfriend (who left him for Joanne). He insists that he can survive the bleakness of his 
environment through his art. It soon becomes apparent, though, that he is more comfortable 

viewing the world through his lens than in actively engaging in it. He feels guilty that unlike his 
friends, he does not have HIV/AIDS.

loosley autobiographiucal figure and representation of Jonathan 
Larson himself, as Larson was an aspiring playwright and 

composer living in New York City. Like Larson, Mark is an artist 
trying to capture the essence of his community through his art. As 

well, it can be up for debate. Another assumption can be Mark 
Cohen was inspired by the real life figure Mark Cohen, who is 
known for his controversial photography style, "Invasive Street 

Photography".

Roger Davis 25 to 30s

Roger is a once successful, now struggling musician who discovered he had HIV/AIDS in a note 
his girlfriend left him before she took her own life. His main goal in life is to write one great song 

before he dies, but he has not been able to play his guitar in a year, fearing that he has lost his 
creative energy. He falls in love with Mimi but is too afraid to commit to her, knowing that she 
also is infected with HIV/AIDS. He is also the roommate and best friend of Mark. He is often 

depressed and sullen, but he can be expressive and passionate at times.

Mimi Márquez 19

Mimi Marquez works in a strip club and struggles with her addiction to heroin, which has 
resulted in her contraction of HIV/AIDS. She falls in love with Roger, who is unable to 
commit to a relationship with her. She is also Benny's ex‐girlfriend. She is extremely 

sexy, optimistic, and likeable but with dark secrets. Though Mimi has” lived a lot of life,” 
she still sees the world through the eyes of a young woman. She intends to make the most 

of every day, as she earnestly expresses in the song “No Day but Today.”

Tom Collins 25 to 35

An anarchist professor with AIDS. He is described by Mark as a "computer genius, teacher, and 
vagabond anarchist who ran naked through the Parthenon." Collins dreams of opening a restaurant 
in Santa Fe, where the problems in New York will not affect him and his friends. He was formerly 
a roommate of Roger, Mark, Benny, and Maureen, now just Roger and Mark, until he moves out.

Angel Dumott Schunard 20s to 30s

Angel is a young drag queen and street percussionist. She meets and falls in love with Collins. She 
has HIV/ AIDS and dies of the disease in Act II. As a person, Angel is the most generous and 

selfless character in the show. Angel hands out money to the neighborhood while dressed in Santa 
drag. Though she has HIV/AIDS, he embraces life and lives it to its fullest. People are naturally 
drawn to her, and she smile lights up the room. Her death is mourned by all of the characters and 

eventually inspires them to live each day to the fullest. As mentioned in Tom’s character 
description, Tom and Angel’s relationship is the heart of the show, as the genuine love and 

devotion they have for one another brings hope and inspiration to the entire group. They show the 
world how to truly live life and not be afraid. 

Maureen Johnson 20s to 30s
A performance artist who is Mark's ex-girlfriend and Joanne's current girlfriend. She is very 
flirtatious and cheated on Mark. Larson considered Maureen a lesbian, despite her previous 

relationships with men, and he specifically identified her as "lesbian" in the script itself.

Joanne Jefferson 25 to 30s
An Ivy League-educated public interest lawyer and a lesbian. Joanne is the woman for whom 

Maureen left Mark. Joanne has very politically powerful parents (one is undergoing confirmation 
to be a judge, the other is a government official).

Benjamin "Benny" Coffin III 20s to 30s

Benny used to be Mark and Roger’s roommate, but he married Alison Grey, a rich family involved 
with real estate, and he is now their landlord. He had been letting Roger and Mark live in the 

apartment for free, but he is now forcing them to pay rent or be evicted. Roger and Mark consider 
him a yuppie sell-out. He also had an affair with Mimi before she started to date Roger. While in 
the beginning he is caught up in the lifestyle of wealth and affluence, he ultimately realizes his 

friends are more important than what money can buy. 

Minor Characters

Mrs. Cohen unknown Mark's mother. Her voicemail messages are the basis for the songs Voicemail #1, Voicemail #3, 
and Voicemail #5.

Alexi Darling unknown The producer of Buzzline, a sleazy tabloid company that tries to employ Mark after his footage of 
the riot makes primetime. Sings Voicemail #3 and Voicemail #4.

Mr. Jefferson unknown
The wealthy parents of Joanne Jefferson, they leave her Voicemail #2. Mr. Jefferson is also one of 

the a cappella singers in Voicemail #5. Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson's actors usually sing the solos in 
Seasons of Love.

Mrs. Jefferson unknown
The wealthy parents of Joanne Jefferson, they leave her Voicemail #2. Mr. Jefferson is also one of 

the a cappella singers in Voicemail #5. Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson's actors usually sing the solos in 
Seasons of Love.

Mrs. Davies unknown Roger's confused mother who calls in Voicemail #5, asking continuously, "Roger, where are you?"

Mrs. Marquez unknown Mimi's Spanish-speaking mother who sings in Voicemail #5, wondering, in Spanish, where she is.

Mr. Grey unknown Benny's father-in-law who wants to buy out the lot.

The Man unknown The local drug dealer whom Mimi buys from and Roger used to buy from. Based on the character 
Parpignol from La Bohème.

Paul unknown The man in charge of the Life Support group.

Gordon unknown One of the Life Support members. Taken from an actual man during a Friends Indeed Meeting that Jonathan Larson visted N/A

Steve unknown One of the Life Support members. N/A

Ali unknown One of the Life Support members. N/A

Pam unknown One of the Life Support members. N/A

Sue unknown One of the Life Support members. N/A

Squeegee Man unknown A homeless person who chants "Honest living!" over and over during "Christmas Bells".

The Waiter unknown A waiter at Life Cafe.

Homeless Woman (Women with 
Bags) unknown A woman who calls Mark out for trying to use her to assuage his guilt during "On The Street".

The Preacher unknown The Preacher kicks Collins out of the church because he can't pay for Angel's funeral.
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RENT: THE MUSICAL - Need List Fernando Gonzalez Micheal Latimer Anita Dashell-Sparks

Last Updated: 01 - 22 - 24 fdg@usc.edu  |  (951) 840-6012 mclatime@usc.edu adashiel@usc.edu

Lighting Completed? N/W Name Type Description Purpose Color Gobo Accessories Additonal Notes
SYSTEMS General Need Strip Lights UL Uplighting

General Need Birdies UL Uplighting
General Need Floor Lights Low Lights
General Need Shinbusters Low Side Lights
General Need Mids Mid Side Lights
General Want Heads Head Side Lights

Need (Approved) Set lighting Uplight / Down Lights on Set
Need (Pre-Approved) Arches Top Lighting lighting inside the arches

General Need Top Lighting Top Lighting
General Need High Sides High Side Lights

Need (Approved) Top Spots Top Lighting
Need (Pre-Approved) Window lights Far Backlighting Window

General Need Down-back lighting High Backlighting
Need (Approved) Back lighting Backlighting
Need (Approved) Mark's Apt. Skylight Top Lighting

General Need Fillers Front Light

SPECIAL
General Need Seasons of Love Homage Backlighting

Row of backlighting to cover 
actors, hard spot on each 

actors

Homage to the original 
Seasons of Love moment White (need to find rosco gel)

General Need Phone Calls Top High lighting Isolate actors during "phone 
calls" scenes

Want (Pre-Approved) Collins "Detained" moment 
(?) Top High lighting Give a stronger effect in Collins 

being beaten A mover can be used to replicate this, or the street lamps

Want (Approved) Christmas tree lights Christmas Lights Need to talk more with Kate about this [Locations, type, etc]
Want (Approved) Moon Moon Gobo Moon
Need (Approved) Maureen backlighting Top Back Lighting
Need (Approved) Angel death lighting look Backlighting
Need (Approved) Your Eyes moment ALL Lighting Angles

Want (Approved) Separation of Colors Front Light

PRATICAL Need (Approved) Stove Light box (LED Strip) inside wood stove and smokey 
chimmey

Want (Approved) "Exploding Fresnel" Fresnel

During Tune Up B, to emphasize 
"the power blows" moment. How 
Roger 'Last song' affects the world 

of RENT
General Need Christmas Lights Christmas Lights Need to talk more with Kate about this [Locations, type, etc]

SFX General Need Hazer
General Need Fog Is low fog a possibility? (need to ask Micheal about this)
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RENT: THE MUSICAL - Gobo Info Fernando Gonzalez Micheal Latimer

Last Updated: 11 - 24 - 24 fdg@usc.edu  |  (951) 840-6012 mclatime@usc.edu

Gobo Information
P / PA / A # Name Size Amount Image Purpose Additonal Notes

ROSCO

Pre-Approved 71012 City Nightscape B 1 Out Tonight

Pre-Approved 75091 Neon 1 B 1 Out Tonight

Potential 78489 Warehouse Window B 1 Apartment Windows

78526 Flower Grill B 1 Tango Maureen
78047 Perspective Lines 2 B 3

GAM

583 Stained Glass Window A 4 Church Location

661 Pasta 3 B 1 Sky Light
1009 Breakup Spaltter B 1 Sky Light
726 Smash B 2

APOLLO



Lighting Designer Production Electrciain

RENT: THE MUSICAL - Gel Info Fernando Gonzalez Micheal Latimer

Last Updated: 11 - 24 - 24 fdg@usc.edu  |  (951) 840-6012 mclatime@usc.edu

Gel Information
P / PA / A # Name Size Amount Image Purpose Additonal Notes

ROSCO

GAM

APOLLO



RESOURCE LINKS
LD1 YT VIDEOS TITLE OF CONTENT

RENT: THE MUSICAL - Concept Hookup Lighting Designer Production Electrciain USITT DRAFTING STAND. System Lighting
Last Updated: 1 - 21 - 24 Fernando Gonzalez Micheal Latimer ELIZABETH DRAFT RULES Special Lighting

fdg@usc.edu  |  (951) 840-6012 mclatime@usc.edu LIGHT PLOT INFO Pratical Lighting

Channel Area Possible Fixture Purpose Color Gobo Acessories

SYSTEMS

Front Light

Back Lighting

Top Lighting

High Sides >

High Sides <

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeFz16f-_May4NY-x-Hh6hqzY__zh5sb_&feature=shared
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SDA GOBO INVENTORY SDA LIGHTING INVENTORY Equipment Specs/Manual

INSTRUMENTS ACCESSORY INVENTORY

Lighting Fixtures Type Quanity Used Total 
Inventory

Total Left Fixture Information Additonal Notes Equipment Type Quanity Used Total Inventory Total Left Acessory Information Additonal Notes

Source 4 Bodies (750w) Incadescent 61 74 13 Link for more information D60 Very Narrow Round 25 25 Link for more information

*Source 4 Bodies (Double-Handle) (750w) Incadescent 41 41 Link for more information Ideally used in conjunction with Zoom lens D60 Narrow Round 25 25 Link for more information

Lustr+ Series 2 LED Engine LED 60 60 0 Link for more information D60 Medium Round 22 25 3 Link for more information

Source 4 5 Degrees Lens 2 2 0 Link for more information D60 Wide Round 13 13 Link for more information
Source 4 10 Degrees Lens 2 2 Link for more information D60 Extra Wide Round 1 1 Link for more information
Source 4 19 Degrees Lens 3 11 8 Link for more information D60 Narrow Oval 26 26 Link for more information
Source 4 26 Degrees Lens 6 11 5 Link for more information D60 Medium Oval 25 25 Link for more information
Source 4 36 Degrees Lens 46 50 4 Link for more information D60 Wide Oval 1 18 17 Link for more information
Source 4 50 Degrees Lens 5 6 1 Link for more information

*Source 4 Zoom (15-30 deg) Lens 53 62 9 Link for more information S4 PAR Very Narrow 41 41 Link for more information

    Ovation 36 Degrees Lens 6 6 Link for more information S4 PAR Narrow 34 34 Link for more information
S4 PAR Medium 24 24 Link for more information

Source 4 PAR (750w) Incadescent 2 25 23 Link for more information

Selador D60 LED PARs (Lustr+) LED 25 25 0 Link for more information VNR, NR, MR, WR, NO, MO, WO lenses
DMX Adapter 3M to 5F 5 5 Link for more information

Elation Design LED RGBAW Strips (3'7") LED 12 12 0 Link for more information DMX Adapter 5M to 3F 5 5 Link for more information

L&E MR16 Strips (8') Incadescent 6 6 Link for more information DMX Adapter 5F to 5F 1 1 Link for more information

3 Cell Far-Cyc Incadescent 6 6 Link for more information
Top Hat - 7.5" 17 17 Link for more information

8" Fresnel (Strand)) (1000w) Incadescent 16 16 Link for more information Top Hat - 6.25" 8 8 Link for more information

Strand 6x12 (1000w) Incadescent 20 20 Link for more information Barn Door - 10" (Full) 11 11 Link for more information

Strand 6x16 (1000w) Incadescent 29 29 Link for more information Barn Door - 10" (2 Doors) 4 4 Link for more information

Strand 8x13 (1000w) Incadescent 11 11 Link for more information Barn Door - 10" (1 Door) 1 1 Link for more information

Barn Door - 7.5" 18 18 Link for more information

Birdies (100w) Incadescent 24 29 5 Link for more information

Rosco I-Cue Intellegent Mirror 2 4 2 Link for more information

Vari-Lite VLZ Profile LED 6 6 0 Link for more information ETC Source Four LED Cyc (Adaptor) 24 24 Link for more information

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1r2t1BUnnpG0iUKqiYc0lh_Y6z8lYtX0bH2ugCGNutQ8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1SSJ0qBJ8jouPB2nkODuiOGJ0WEjrPtSu5r_XgTC2IRo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1-DmwdiVCVd2jONXaZcQBCTI7IUFxne7EermTGMTU0BE/edit?usp=sharing
https://riggit.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/S4_User_Guide.pdf

